AGENDA
The Columbia Historic Zoning Commission will meet on Thursday, June 9th, 2022 at 4:00
p.m. in Conference Room A on the basement level of City Hall, 700 N. Garden Street to
consider the following:
1. Roll Call
2. Approval Of Minutes
Documents:
HZC_20220510 MINUTES DRAFT.DOCX
3. Old Business
3.1. 22 -0059 -315 W 7th Street - New Signage
Request from Delk Kennedy for freestanding signage approval at 315 W 7TH STREET.
STAFF WILL COORDINATE WITH APPLICANT AND REVIEW THE NEW SIGN FACE AS DIRECTED BY THE
COMMISSION AT ITS MAY MEETING
3.2. 22 -0094 – 21 Public Square – Projecting Sign
Request from Byson Leach for a projecting neon sign in the Downtown Historic District at 21 PUBLIC SQUARE.
Documents:
22 -0094 APPLICATION.PDF
22 -0094 PICTURES.PDF
22 -0094_STAFF REPORT_21 PUBLIC SQUARE.PDF
3.3. 22 -0072 - 1119 S. High Street - Façade Improvements
PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION OF PREVIOUSLY DENIED ITEM PER VOTE OF HISTORIC ZONING
COMMISSION ON MAY 12TH 2022
Request from V. Rachelle Rodrigues to revise previously approved designs for exterior alterations of a residence
located at 1119 S. HIGH STREET.

Documents:
22 -0072_APPLICATION_1119 SOUTH HIGH ST.PDF
22 -0072_SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTS FROM APPLICANT_1119 HIGH STREET.PDF
22 -0072_ADDITIONAL CORRESPONDENCE_1119 SOUTH HIGH STREET.PDF
22 -0072_STAFF REPORT_REVISED_1119 HIGH STREET.PDF
4. New Business
4.1. 22 -0138 – 1012 S High Street - Accessory Structure
Request from Ben Lapp to demolish and replace an accessory structure in the Athenaeum Historic District at 1012
S HIGH STREET.
Documents:
22 -0138_STAFF REPORT 1012 S HIGH.PDF
22 -0138_APPLICATION_0516.PDF
22 -0138_EXISTING_0516.PDF
22 -0138_PROPOSED_0516.PDF
4.2. 22 -0141 - 807 S. Garden Street – Commercial Facade Modifications

Documents:
22 -0138_STAFF REPORT 1012 S HIGH.PDF
22 -0138_APPLICATION_0516.PDF
22 -0138_EXISTING_0516.PDF
22 -0138_PROPOSED_0516.PDF
4.2. 22 -0141 - 807 S. Garden Street – Commercial Facade Modifications
Request from James Sloan for modifications to a commercial façade in the Downtown Historic District at 807 S.
GARDEN STREET.

Documents:
22 -0141_STAFF REPORT.PDF
22 -0141_APPLICATION_0516.PDF
22 -0141_ALL ELEVATIONS_0516.PDF
22 -0141_UPDATED ELEVATIONS_06082022.PDF
5. Other Business
6. Adjourn

Anyone requesting accommodations due to disabilities should contact the City's ADA Coordinator at 931-560-1570 prior to
the meeting.
The 2022 meeting schedule and Historic District Design Guidelines can be found on the City of Columbia Historic Zoning Commission
webpage .
An interactive map showing the boundaries of the historic districts can be found accessed from the City's website.
For other questions, please contact the Department of Development Services at 931- 560-1560.

City of Columbia
HISTORICAL ZONING COMMISSION
May 12, 2022
CALL TO ORDER:
Chairperson Kim Hayes called the May meeting of the Historical Zoning
Commission for the City of Columbia to order at 4:00 p.m. The meeting was held
in Council Chambers, City Hall, basement level.

ROLL CALL:

All present and included the following:
Present were:

Ms. Kim Hayes
Dr. Hendrickson
Mr. Joe Kilgore
Ms. Melanie Lucas
Mr. George Nuber
Mr. Ray Pace
Ms. Autumn Potter

Other attendees: Mr. Austin Brass, City Planner
Mr. Kevin McCarthy, Planning Associate II
Mrs. Sandra Richardson, Secretary
Mrs. Melissa Sanders, Planning Associate I

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
The April meeting minutes were presented for approval. Mr. Nuber made the
motion to approve with Dr. Hendrickson seconding. Motion to approve passed
seven to zero.
3. Old Business
AGENDA ITEM #3.1
Case# 22-0059
Request from Delk Kennedy for freestanding signage approval at 315 West 7th Street.
Staff Recommendation:
Mr. McCarthy presented the details of the request. The applicant has done a
sign face change. The sign that was installed is similar to, but different from
what was submitted to the board last month. Staff recommends deferring the
request in order for the Mr. Kennedy to come back for an after the fact approval.

Discussion:
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Mr. Brass stated that this is a reface of a nonconforming sign. In this request the
work have already been done without coming before the Commission. Mr. Brass
stated that he did not receive communication from Mr. Kennedy that he was
going to move forward. Looking at it, the request does appear to meet the
guidelines. Ms. Lucas stated that the thing that bothers her is that Mr. Kennedy
went ahead and did it without coming before Commission. Mr. Brass stated that
he did speak with him today and he was not able to make this meeting tonight.
Mr. Nuber stated that driving down the road the sign was difficult to read, where
the previous sign was bolder, larger, and more pleasing plus it introduced more
character in the form that the current sign does not. This is the reason the board
is here, present a sign, get it approved, and then the applicant builds it as the
approval state. It is not to make decisions without counsel. He also stated that
he still has some concerns with the logo sizes. Further discussion included
design, recourse action, proper number of colors, meeting the guidelines,
problems in the future, colors, and two separate signs. Mr. Nuber moved to
allow staff to make a determination in the final COA approval, and Dr.
Hendrickson seconded the motion. The motion passed seven to zero.
4. New Business
AGENDA ITEM #4.1
Case# 22-0092
Request from Sam Gray to construct a 3,818 square foot home with detached garage
in the 7th Street Historic District at Tax Map 100C C Parcel 5.
Staff Recommendation:
Mr. McCarthy presented the details of the applicant’s request. The
subject property is an unaddressed vacant lot located in the West 7th Street
Historic District. The City’s address coordinator has indicated that the property
will likely be addressed as 905 B West 7th Street or similar. This request is for a
smaller home. It does generally meet the guidelines. The guidelines talk about
respecting the sequence of the block, and on this section of West 7th does
provide a variety of setbacks from four to three hundred feet. The quality of
material is pretty high. It is consistent throughout the structure. Another
distinguishing feature between this and the previous one is the wide front porch.
Staff recommends approval with one condition of letter from Mr. Gray stating
the accessory structure not ever be converted to accessory dwelling.
Discussion:
Mr. Sam Gray, 3069 Parsons Bend Road, owner, was present to answer
questions. Discussion included neighbor reaching out, and information made
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available online accessible to the public. Mr. Nuber stated that these type
applications for future reference it would be beneficial to have a site layout plan
showing building placement, driveway, and setbacks. He asked Mr. McCarthy to
clarify the building setback on this property. Mr. McCarthy stated seventy-five
feet, and the site plan provided by the applicant shows the driveway right on the
property line. Additional discussion included moving the driveway five feet off
the property line, the rock wall is the property line, and brick selection. Mr.
Brass stated that he wanted to note that on the site plan it appears to be a
parking pad in the front yard area and per guideline 7.6.d. limiting parking areas
and large areas of paving to the rear of a property is encouraged. Screening such
elements with landscaping to minimize their appearance is required. Mr. Nuber
asked if staff is requiring this or recommending. Mr. Brass stated that this will be
a recommendation that it is moved to the rear. Additional discussion included
the roof, architectural shingles, brick, driveway width, zoning code, meeting the
setback, it will be behind structure, and detached garage. Mr. Kilgore asked if
there were any water or drainage issues. Mr. Gray stated that it will be graded,
the sewer main runs through the property. Behind the sewer is a natural drain.
Mr. Kilgore inquired if he had tested where the pool will be to see if there was
rock. Mr. Gray stated no, but he was sure there will be rock, but they will not
blast. Mr. Nuber stated that he didn’t see wall sections provided. He asked the
applicant to provide the Commission with the materials that were selected for
the columns. Mr. Gray stated that the columns will be hardie and painted.
Additional discussion included elevations, details, and describing MiraTEC. It is a
hardie, and it has a pressed exterior of approved material. It and hardie are
interchangeable. Also discussed was fiberglass is an acceptable material, no
texture, smooth face, wrapping, composite material, the quality of the products,
pvc products, base trim and the capital are also pvc, at the top of the brick
columns brick, each column will be half column with brick all the way around
them. Mr. Brass stated per the guidelines in reference to columns a replacement
component shall match the original in size, scale, profile, design, color, and
texture and shall be of visually compatible materials. He also stated keep in
mind this is a new construction so just refer to the guidelines for our columns.
Replacing full-height columns with shorter columns on piers is prohibited.
Fiberglass components are acceptable replacements for wood so long as they
replicate the visual qualities of the original. Vinyl components are prohibited.
Jackie Quillen, 805 West 7th Street, stated that it is attractive, the other one was
way to big for the lot. A swimming pool would have to have a fence around it.
Mr. Brass stated that it does require a fence; however, the site plan application
did not show a fence. Ms. Hayes stated that material would have to be approved
at staff level. Mr. Brass stated yes. Dr. Hendrickson asked for clarification on the
parking pad. Mr. Gray stated on street parking would be his thought behind it.
He would be open to landscape buffers. Ms. Lucas asked how many cars can
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park there. Mr. Gray stated two. Additional discussion included no on street
parking, and landscape buffer. Mr. Brass stated 7.6d guideline does state limited
parking areas and large areas of paving to the rear of a property is encouraged.
Screening such elements with landscaping to minimize their appearance is
required. Further discussion included the encouragement of more greenery,
landscaping is required, fiberglass versus pvc columns, willing to change
material, show an example of the pvc, things change, at this point they have to
be fiberglass or composite to approve, the MiraTEC is not as clean, the setback,
the window quote did not show the term SDL, and muntin exterior. The windows
are not GBD. If approved the motion would have to say no accessory dwelling in
the garage, the driveway will be five feet off the property line, the parking pad
would have to be landscaped as a buffer, the columns would have to be in a
approved material. Ms. Hayes made a motion to approve as presented with no
accessory dwelling in the garage, the parking pad will have a landscape buffer,
and the columns would have approved material. Dr. Hendrickson seconded the
motion. The motion to approve passed seven to zero.
AGENDA ITEM #4.2
Case# 22-0093
Request from Bryson Leach for wall mounted signage in the Downtown Historic
District at 118 West 7th Street.

Staff Recommendation:
Mr. McCarthy presented the details of staff report. The applicant proposes to
put two sides on the façade. The top portion will be the name of the business.
The request conforms to the guidelines and staff recommends approval.
Discussion:
Mr. Leach, was present to answer questions. Discussion included the letters
metal on the top, painting, no exterior lighting, good size, and appropriate scale
font. Mr. Kilgore moved to approve, with Ms. Lucas seconding. Motion to
approve passed seven to zero.
AGENDA ITEM #4.3
Case# 22-0094
Request from Bryson Leach for a projecting neon sign in the Downtown Historic
District at 21 Public Square.
Due to meeting room change this item was moved down on the agenda.
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AGENDA ITEM #4.4
Case# 22-0097
Request from Bryson Leach for wall mounted signage in the Downtown Historic
District at 109 East 6th Street.
Staff Recommendation:
Mr. Kevin McCarthy presented the details of the request. Staff recommends
approval.
Discussion:
Mr. Byson Leach was present to answer questions. Discussion included painting
directly on the brick, the brick has already been painted, the icon has two shades
of gold, level of experience on the painting, and templates. Mr. Nuber moved to
approve with Dr. Hendrickson seconding. Motion to approve passed seven to
zero.
A brief recess was taken to change the meeting room at 4:47 p.m.
The meeting resumed at 4:52 p.m.
Ms. Hayes introduced Kellye Johnson the new Main Street Director. Kelley was
present to observe everything that she could. The Commission wanted to extend
a warm welcome to her.
AGENDA ITEM #4.5
Case# 22-0094
Request from Bryson Leach for a projecting neon sign in the Downtown Historic
District at 21 Public Square.
Staff Recommendation:
Mr. McCarthy presented the details of staff report. This request is for a
projecting sign. He stated that the guidelines are clear about the placement of
neon within the Downtown District. It also states that buildings built before
1920 generally cannot have neon unless there is photographic evidence of neon
on the building before 1950, but after 1920 it can have selective neon only if
someone at some point had put neon on it. The guidelines do not allow this sign
as proposed; however, there is a history in the district of this Commission
approving neon signs that don’t conform to the guidelines. Staff did not make a
recommendation, but will be happy to give an analysis.
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Discussion:
Mr. Leach, and Matt Johnson, 917 Camelia Drive, were present to answer
questions. Discussion included it is larger than what Commission would approve,
the building was built before 1920, not able to locate a neon photo during this
time period, moving into the space, demo permit, beautiful look, the corner,
traffic pattern, fitting the regulations, appropriate to the history of downtown,
printed height codes, glass thickness, outlining it, max size, site difference,
mounting, forty five degree angle on the corner, sloping down, the sign does not
go up to the second story window, precedence, and plan b for external lit. Ms.
Johnson, Columbia Main Street Director, stated that she felt like it being there
would draw people to see what will be on the other side, instead of putting it
over the door. Further discussion included horizontal placement, this is a visible
location and a large sign, per the guidelines this sign does exceed the eight
square feet, Puckett’s signage falls under the old guidelines, and exceptions. Mr.
McCarthy stated what staff asks is if the Commission approves this request to be
clear with the reasons so that staff can give clear answers when questioned.
Further discussion included getting to the twenty five percent size, restrictive
guidelines, respecting Columbia Neon, creating a balance, this is new, tube
reduction, consider ramification, embracing historic, having rationale, scales,
neon can’t be on during the day, the tubes will be red at night, neon must be off
when the business is closed, updating the guidelines, and issues with neon in the
past. Mr. Nuber stated when this city was birthed it was the end of the 1800, in
the 1900’s this technology didn’t exist. To say one embrace neon, we are
embracing an era that came after the birth of the city, what are we trying to
celebrate. In our guidelines it has the Commission does not approve back lit
signs, that’s an era of itself. He also stated that as he closes his eyes he sees
Columbia and the horse carriages, the birth of the electric lights, and he didn’t
see neon if he was walking in 1898 or 1904. That is why he is very cautious
about embracing neon. He wants to be careful about liberal thoughts and
opening up to an era that wasn’t there when this city was birthed. The question
is appropriateness because of the birth of the city. He stated that the
Commission have to ask itself what are we going to celebrate or is it a collage. He
also stated that he is a pre-neon preservationist. Dr. Hendrickson stated there
are two issues, neon, and violation of our sign standards. The Commission have
to take that into consideration. Additional discussion included without the neon
it is still too big, doing the next best thing if this is too big of a problem, location,
glowing downtown, externally lit, material, gooseneck, opportunities, exception
on the scale, and research. Mr. Kilgore moved to defer with Dr. Hendrickson
seconding. Motion to defer passed seven to zero.
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AGENDA ITEM #4.6
Case# 22-0109
Request from James Sloan for modifications to a commercial façade in the Downtown
Historic District at 807 South Garden Street.
This item was deferred.

5. OTHER BUSINESS:
Last month staff was asked to look at best practices where there are overlap
between Historic and Arts District. Paducah and Ashville were called out, and
they reached out to staff in those cities, and haven’t heard back from Paducah.
The Historic Preservationist from Ashville said that she hasn’t encountered it as a
problem. That caused staff to do other research and they found out that in the
state of Maryland there are incentives for Art Entertainment Districts. They have
a bunch of them which are recognized in Cities in the Historic Districts. They are
going to reach out to staff in those places and will bring a written report next
month.
Staff have been asked if it is possible for this Commission to reconsider the
decision on 1119 South High Street, as it pertains to the brick specifically. Staff
checked with Mr. Tisher, the City Attorney, and the procedure for that would be
one of the members who voted in the majority on that motion, that will be Ms.
Potter, Ms. Lucas, or Mr. Pace would have to make a motion to reconsider it. The
majority of the members that are present tonight would have to vote
affirmatively to reconsider it and define the scope of what you are going to
reconsider and staff will bring it back to the Commission on the June agenda.
Staff will reach out to Ms. Rodrigues to see if she wants to come back. She had
previously submitted for the revision of her previously approved COA railing
which was not allowed by the guidelines. When she applied staff realized from
the pictures that she submitted that the brick at the columns had been changed
without the Commission’s approval which is required. The reason it was changed
was she wanted to relocate the columns which the Commission had approved
the brick. She had to replace it in a hurry and she got the brick that was available
that was a close enough match, but that still requires the Commission approval.
The motion was to deny based on staff recommendation. Ms. Lucas asked if she
had come before the Commission would it have been approved. Further
discussion included same material, guideline, and approved moving of the
columns. Ms. Potter made a motion to move forward and re-access the brick
portion, with Mr. Pace seconding. Motion to approve to reconsider the case as it
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pertain to the brick passed with a vote of six to zero with Mr. Nuber leaving
early.
Mr. McCarthy asked the Commission to consider whether they will be interested
in changing the meeting day of the week, in order to prevent the conflict with
Council. The Commission have no problem meeting in Conference Room A. If
there is an item that will be contentious the meeting can be in Council
Chambers.
Dr. Hendrickson inquired about an update on the two houses across from King’s
Daughters 411 W 9th Street properties. Mr. Brass stated that it was a trust
situation after the owner passed away. The First Farmers Bank told them that
they have never accepted the trust. This went to the Municipal Court and there
are fines being accessed. Property Maintenance issues can be called in to City
Hall.
Mr. Brass stated that there is a house on West 7th Street within the Historic
District directly across from McDowell School that did come before this
Commission and it has been gutted.
Ms. Brooks, Codes enforcement officer, has reached out to them.
Dr. Hendrickson asked what would be the rule on the McDowell property. Mr.
Brass stated that it is a null and void thing since the County has torn it down,
they are under the protection of county property. Anything that comes before us
that is not county related or county owned would have to come before this
Commission. If the County wanted to develop something there they would have
to come before this Commission. The McDowell property is zoned R-6. As it is
now they can split if off into single family lots.
Mr. Pace stated that he was privy to a conversation Friday, they were downtown
and this person was wanting to set up in front of a store downtown, and the
owner came out and questioned him setting up. Mr. Pace stated that he
believes, she was going to charge him to set up there. A politician had a table
and was going to set up, and he noticed that the same thing happened to him.
He said they told him that he couldn’t set up they talked a while. He feels that
guidelines are needed for things like that during First Fridays. Ms. Johnson stated
that Main Street had a conversation within the Main Street board what they
would like to do to help First Fridays. It is still a merchant run event, there is no
organization from the merchants. She thinks what the Main Street would like to
do is help organize it for the merchants. Main Street wants to help, but there is a
fine line in making sure merchants realize how they are trying to help so it is not
taking over by the City. She thinks merchants are ready for them to help
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organize it they want to know what they are willing to do, and how they are
going to do it. This past first Friday she went around and took tally on how many
food trucks, vendors, politicians and live musicians to know where the city is at
with the event. They will be having a merchants’ meeting next month to discuss
what they are wanting to do.

6. ADJOURNMENT:
Dr. Hendrickson made the motion to adjourn the meeting with Ms. Hayes
seconding. Motion to adjourn passed six to zero. The meeting adjourned at 6:00
p.m.

Historical Zoning Commission Chairperson

Date
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Kevin C. McCarthy, Planning Associate II, kmccarthy@columbiatn.com, 931-560-1531
DOCKET/CASE/APPLICATION NUMBER

APPLICANT/PROPERTY OWNER

CA 22-0094

Bryson Leach/Walker Family
Partnership

HEARING DATE

PROPERTY ADDRESS/LOCATION

N/A

21 Public Square

PROJECT DESCRPTION: Certificate of Appropriateness

The applicant requests a CoA to place a projecting sign on
a contributing structure in the Downtown Historic District.
The subject property enfronts the corner of Public Square
and South Main Street. It is part of a larger structure built
circa 1890. The 1984 inventory refers to the distinctive
features of the façade. Specifically, the inventory describes
the terra cotta hood molds, second story brick pilasters,
first story stone pilasters, and other details. These features
remain visible and prominent despite multiple alterations
to the ground level storefronts. The applicant proposes to
mount a projecting sign on the corner of the building. The
proposed signage is composed of painted steel with neon
trim.
The Historic District Design Guidelines proscribe the use of
neon on the subject property absent additional
photographic evidence of a historic precedent on the
building. The applicant acknowledges this in the
application. Section 3.12.4 of the Zoning Ordinance, within
the discretion of the Commission, allows “contemporary
design for alterations and additions” which are context
compatible and do not destroy historic assets. Moreover,
in at least one instance, the Commission approved a
similar sign on Public Square although the guidelines in
effect at the time prohibited the use of neon. The
exception was granted on the basis of historic precedent
within the context of the Square and South Main Street.
Staff analysis follows below. Due to the nature of the
request, and the discretion of the Commission to interpret
the Guidelines and Zoning Ordinance, staff does not make
a recommendation on this request.
EXISTING ZONING

EXISTING LAND USE

CBD (Central
Business District)

Retail Sales & Services

Staff Report 21 Public Square
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SURROUNDING ZONING &
LAND USE
CBD (Central Business District)

SITE IMPROVEMENTS

Historic District

Wall Mounted Signage

Downtown

CITY OF COLUMBIA TENNESSEE
HISTORIC ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

APPROVE

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

DENY

DEFER

Review Status and History:
Submission Status:

First request related to this signage. First request related to this space.
Third request for a CoA associated with this building.

Previous Approvals:

CoA #20-0181 – Request from Bryson Leach for a wall mounted sign.
HZC 2017-16 – Stephen Walker requested a CoA to replace various
signage on the building.

1984 Historic Inventory:

“Brown-Walker Building. Rebuilt after 1890 fire, large two-story
brick, corner building, eleven bays wide and five bays deeps, roundarched windows on second story with terra cotta hood molds,
panels, brick pilasters on upper story, stone pilasters on first story,
corbeling, metal cornice, four heavily altered storefronts.”

Proposed Alterations
The applicant proposes to mount a two-sided projecting sign on the corner of the structure.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The proposed sign is approximately 6 feet tall (71 inches), and 2 feet wide at its widest point.
The total sign area is 11.8 square feet.
The letters are two different heights; the tallest are 5.45 inches high.
The proposed sign uses three colors: white, red, and navy.
o The surfaces are painted navy (vertical portion) and red (horizontal portion).
o All of the lettering is white and is painted directly on the sign.
Neon tubes outline the sign in red (vertical portion) and white (horizontal portion).
The tubes will only be illuminated at night.
The sign will be mounted on the first story near the top of the stone pilaster on the corner.
Installing contractors will position the sign to provide at least 12 feet of clearance above the
sidewalk.

Staff Report 21 Public Square
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Historic District Design Guidelines Referenced:
Staff reviewed the requested alterations for consistency with the City of Columbia Historic Design Guidelines
for new signage. The relevant sections of the Guidelines are listed below; the most applicable standards are
bolded and underlined.
P. 5-7 Commercial Guidelines (Note on Distinguishing Features of Exterior Walls)
While most buildings in the commercial district share a common masonry palette, a wide variety
of details and treatments distinguish the various wall surfaces throughout the district. These
details reflect the care that building owners put into their buildings as permanent, attractive
components of Columbia’s commercial core. An emphasis should be placed on retaining and
respecting such elements as character-defining features that contribute to the material fabric
and texture of the area. Removing, obscuring, or otherwise altering such features is prohibited.
8.5 Design New Signage to be Compatible with a Building’s Character
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Designs shall be compatible with a building’s character and non-intrusive to adjacent buildings.
Traditional locations such as signboards, storefront windows, and awnings shall be used. Pole
signs, rooftop signs, billboards, animated signs, and outdoor advertising used for highway traffic
are prohibited in the commercial district.
Consider sign designs as an integral part of the building. Signs shall be compatible with the
overall treatment and composition of the building.
Signs shall be scaled to be subordinate to the building. Signage should generally be consistent
with the prevailing size of comparable signage in the district. Overly large and ornamental signs
contribute to visual clutter in the district and shall be avoided.
Signs shall fit within the profile of the building. Signs that fall within the existing progression of a
building’s vertical and horizontal lines and utilize shapes consistent with traditional features are
encouraged.
Durable, exterior-grade materials that complement the palette of the building and district shall
be used. Traditional materials (such as painted wood and metal) that reflect a sense of
permanence are encouraged as are contemporary materials such as urethane board that are
similar in appearance to historic materials. Rough and unfinished surfaces, reflective materials,
plastics, and pressure-treated wood are not appropriate and are prohibited.
Signs shall be installed so that they do not cover, obscure, or cause damage to characterdefining features.
Signs shall be installed so that they do not block or obscure doors, windows, or emergency exits
or impair pedestrian traffic.
Using existing mounting holes and sign positions wherever possible is encouraged so as to limit
the creation of new holes in building materials. On masonry buildings, signage shall be
attached through mortar joints (not the masonry face) or materials such as wood that are
easily repairable.

Staff Report 21 Public Square
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P. 8-13 Guidelines for Specific Signs (Projecting Signs)
Projecting signs (blade signs and pendant signs) are two-sided signs that are mounted on brackets or
a horizontal member and extend out from the building face over the sidewalk. They are pedestrianoriented signs that are most appropriate near an entrance or at a building corner.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Projecting signs shall be oriented to the pedestrian and mounted no higher than the
bottom of second-story windows. If a building does not have a second story, adjacent
buildings should be used for reference. Projecting signs shall have a minimum of 7.5 ft.
clearance above the sidewalk.
Signs shall be scaled to the height and mass of the building.
Signs shall be colorfast and resistant to corrosion.
Signs shall not obscure or intrude upon character-defining features, other signs, windows,
doors, or emergency exits.
Signs shall provide sufficient space between the sign and wall plane (no less than 3 inches)
to distinguish it as a separate visual element. Signs shall project no more than 4 ft. from the
face of the building or two-thirds the width of the sidewalk, whichever is more.
Using styles, shapes, colors, and materials that are complementary to the building is
encouraged.
Mounting brackets and horizontal members shall be simple in character and complementary
to the sign design.
In general, designing signs so that lettering is no more than 12 inches in height is
encouraged.
Per the sign ordinance, projecting signs shall not exceed 8 sq. ft. per sign face. Signs that
fall within the range of 4-6 sq. ft. per sign face are generally most appropriate.

P. 8-18 Guidelines for Specific Signs (Use of Neon)
Neon signs began appearing in the 1920s and were widely popular through the mid-20th
century, including in Columbia. Selective use of open-faced custom neon tubing is allowed in the
commercial historic district for wall and freestanding signs in accordance with the following
guidelines:
• Neon shall be permitted only on projecting signs and only if the sign is compatible with
guidelines for projecting signs in this document, including compatibility of sign size, scale,
colors, and placement and individual components such as lettering and logos.
• Neon is prohibited on buildings built prior to 1920 unless the building was substantially
altered in the past to have a c. 1920s-1950s appearance or the applicant can provide a
photograph of the building using a neon sign prior to c. 1950.
• Neon signs shall not exceed 25% of all buildings in the district.
• Signs shall be unique to the business or entity occupying a building. Mass-produced and
stock neon signs are prohibited.
• Neon shall only be used to illuminate the name or logo of a business on a primary sign. Signs
shall include a combination of neon and non-illuminated elements. No more than three
colors shall be used on any sign, including tubing and any backing materials. Neon
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•
•
•
•

components shall be restricted to one color. A sample or photograph of the proposed type
of neon illustrating its intensity and color shall be submitted with the COA application.
Neon shall be steady. Flashing, blinking, or other forms of changes in light intensity are
prohibited.
Transformers, backing plates, and other devices shall be hidden from view from the right-ofway.
Neon shall be used as a signage element and not as decorative trim on a building, window,
or other feature.
Neon shall be turned off during daylight hours and when a business is closed.

Zoning Ordinance:
Staff reviewed the requested alterations for conformity with the City of Columbia Zoning Ordinance standards
relating to review of a Certificate of Appropriateness. The relevant sections of the Guidelines are listed below;
the most applicable standards are bolded and underlined. Staff comments follow in the next section.
3.12.4 Standards for Review
In considering an application for a building or demolition permit or for a Certificate of
Appropriateness, the Historic Zoning Commission shall be guided by the following criteria:
A. Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property that
requires a minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and its environment, or to
use a property for its originally intended purpose.
B. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historic material or
distinctive architectural feature shall be avoided.
C. All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of their own time.
Alterations that have no historical basis and that seek to create an earlier appearance
shall be discouraged.
D. Changes that may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history and
development of a building, structure, or site and its environment. These changes may
have acquired significance in their own right, and this significance shall be recognized and
respected.
E. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship that characterize a
building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.
F. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, whenever
possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material should match the
material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities.
Repair or replacement of missing architectural features shall be based on accurate
duplication of features, substantiated by historic, physical, or pictorial evidence, rather
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than on conjectural designs or the availability of different architectural elements from
other buildings or structures.
G. The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest means possible.
Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage the historic building materials
shall not be undertaken.
H. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources
affected by, or adjacent to, any project.
I. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale,
color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.
3.12.5 Final Action by the Historic Zoning Commission
The Historic Zoning Commission shall either:
A. Approve the application for certificate of appropriateness; or
B. Deny the application for certificate of appropriateness.
3.12.6 Denial of a Certificate of Appropriateness
A denial of a Certificate of Appropriateness shall be accompanied by a statement of the reasons
for the denial. The Historic Zoning Commission shall make recommendations to the applicant
concerning changes, if any, in the proposed action that would cause the commission to reconsider
its denial and shall confer with the applicant and attempt to resolve as quickly as possible the
differences between the owner and the commission. The applicant may resubmit an amended
application or reapply for a building or demolition permit that takes into consideration the
recommendations of the Historic Zoning Commission.
Previous Approvals of Neon Signs in the Downtown Historic District:
In 2012 the Historic Zoning Commission approved a similar projecting neon sign facing public square.
•
•
•
•

The applicant, A. Marshall Hospitality, requested to place a sign at 15-16 Public Square.
The sign is 15 feet in height, including decorative elements extending from the top and bottom.
Decorative elements are made of stainless steel and wood.
The sign face is black with orange neon trim and blue neon lettering.

The guidelines for signs and awnings in effect at the time for the Downtown Historic District said “the use
of neon is prohibited.” The Guidelines in effect at the time also stated that the Commission could grant
exceptions “when evidence of a hardship, precedent, or practical difficulty is present.” The meeting
minutes from the November 2012 meeting indicate that staff and the Commission discussed the
precedent in the area around the Square and South Main Street, not just the subject property, to
determine that the sign was appropriate to the character of the district. The minutes specifically cite the
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extant sign at Ted’s Sporting Goods and the historic sign at RC Mays. The current Guidelines use an image
of the sign approved in 2012 to illustrate the standards for using neon signs.
Staff Comment:
Design Guidelines
•

•

•

•
•

Multiple sections of the Guidelines protect character-defining features of historic buildings.
o The standards for protecting walls and masonry in Article 5 of the Guidelines, including the
note on distinguishing features at P. 5-7 of the Guidelines, discourage obscuring or damaging
distinguishing features of historic buildings.
o Guideline 8.5 similarly directs signage away from places where it might obscure characterdefining features.
o The 1984 inventory identifies the stone pilasters on the Brown-Walker building as a
distinguishing feature; the corner pilaster is pictured in the Guidelines on P. 5-7.
o The proposed signage will be mounted on this portion of the building and may obstruct a
character-defining feature of the building. However, the building’s ground floor façade has
been repeatedly modified throughout its history as different businesses have utilized the
storefronts. Some buildings in the District are distinguished by projecting signs. A projecting
sign in keeping with the historic character of the District may compliment the characterdefining elements of the building and itself become a distinguishing feature over time.
Guideline 8.5 urges caution when mounting signs to masonry buildings. The applicant proposes
to mount the sign to the historic structure. If the Commission approves the request, the installing
contractor should take care not to damage the stone pilasters. The Commission may craft
conditions of approval to protect the masonry façade and may direct staff to work with the
installer to identify the least impactful method of attaching the sign to the building.
The specific standards for projecting signs at P. 8-13 of the Guidelines discourages signs with an area
of more than 8 square feet per sign face. The applicant proposes a sign face of 11.8 square feet which
exceeds the standard.
The Guidelines also require a sidewalk clearance of at least 7.5 feet. The applicant proposes a
clearance of 12 feet.
Neon signs are addressed at P. 8-18 of the Guidelines.
o The standards vary based on age of the structure and historic precedent.
o The subject building was constructed before 1920. In general, the Guidelines would limit
the use of neon on structures from this period.
o However, neon is permitted where the building’s appearance has been heavily altered to
reflect the style of the 1920s-1950s; or, the applicant provides photographic evidence of
a neon sign on the building before 1950.
o Although the ground floor storefronts have been altered, the building retains its pre-1920
style. The applicant has not documented historic use of neon on the building.
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o

The Guidelines limit the use of neon to 25% of all buildings in the District. Staff does not
maintain an inventory of neon signs in the District; however, it is unlikely that the addition
of the proposed sign would exceed the limit.

Zoning Ordinance
•

•
•

Under 3.12.4.I of the Zoning Ordinance, the Commission may find that the proposed sign is a
contemporary design which is consistent with the character of the “neighborhood or
environment,” provided that and does not “destroy significant historical, architectural, or
cultural material.” As mentioned above, the Commission has previously approved the use of
neon in the District based on a similar rationale.
The standards for review at 3.12.4 are incorporated into the Design Guidelines.
In the event that the Commission votes to deny the request, the motion and subsequent
discussion must identify the reasons for denial and recommendations for revising the proposed
signage.

Recommendation
Recommended Motion:
None.
Alternative Motions:
Alternative Motion [Approve]:
Move to find that the proposed signage conforms to the Historic District Design Guidelines and
approve issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness.
Alternative Motion [Approve Subject to Conditions]:
Move to approve issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness and find that the proposed
signage conforms to the Historic District Design Guidelines subject to the following conditions:
[list conditions of approval].
Alternative Motion [Table for Future Consideration]:
Move to find that there is insufficient information to make a decision, table the application, and
request that the applicant provide: [list additional information] for review at a future meeting.
Alternative Motion [Deny]:
Move to find that the proposed signage is not compatible with the Historic District Design
Guidelines, and deny issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness [list reasons for denial].
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25 Public Square as it appeared in March 1984
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Kevin McCarthy
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rachelle Rodrigues <rachelle@itcitydesign.com>
Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:59 PM
Austin Brass; Melissa Sanders; Kevin McCarthy
Kellye Murphy; Kim Hayes; Paul Keltner; Chaz Molder; bmitchell0812@gmail.com;
cmolder@moungermolder.com
Historic Distress

> Dear Columbia HZC,
>> This letter is to express my distress and frustration with the negative and non-supportive comments that were made (in my preapplication meeting) regarding the color of the brick on my front porch columns and the decorative rail amendment for 1119 South
High Street and The Arts District.
Before making these design choices, I scoured through the HZC Guidelines & paid particular attention to the Introduction and the
Commitment to Individuality that it “Embraces” and encourages.
>> Based on these “Guiding Principals,” I honestly did not believe that these two choices were going to require pre-approval from
the HZC. I was surprised to have to submit and amendment and go through this time consuming process again.

1

>> To explain my frustration:
>> This house had been completely neglected for decades and had been abandoned for 8 years prior to my purchase.
>> The previous property owners and the Columbia Historic Commision did ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to preserve this house!
> A few photos of the decay:
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>> I have been the only person willing to take on this monster of a project and it has been a huge time commitment and financial
expense….including lost wages from taking time off of work to project manage each trade.
>> I am approaching $300k and am only half way finished….the windows and doors were $41,000 alone.
>> Materials and labor are astonishingly expensive and both are nearly impossible to find. The wait times add to the pressure and
expense of paying for borrowed money with fluctuating interest rates.
>> EVERY element in and around this house needed attention or replacement…it was a crumbling rotten mess! EVERY TIME I
remove a failed feature I discover rot, mold or termite damage beneath it. These discoveries are very expensive and highly
discouraging set backs.
>> I am constantly wondering why the city thought it was OK to leave this house in such a dilapidated state, but not OK to make
visually pleasing improvements without being put through the paces or scrutinized?!
>> I understand that your job is to enforce guidelines to prevent poor choices and historic destruction.
>> I respect and appreciate that very much.
>> But, what I can’t understand is why MY small and historically appropriate choices seem to be such a problem?
>> Especially, when I see entire houses of painted brick (the ultimate historic no-no) and a colossal eyesore like the giant Paul Varney
retaining wall that has recently erupted on West 6th.
>> SERIOUSLY??!!
>> The features of the house are completely dwarfed by this ridiculously disproportionate wall and this is allowed?! No other house
on the entire street has this feature or is so disconnected from the road!
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>> My house is in a very rough part of the Historic District with slumlord rentals, distressed and collapsing older buildings, vinyl
siding, prefab homes, hoarders with junk pouring out of their homes onto their decks and porches, junk cars in the yards and
homeless people sleeping in tents, but the color of the brick on the bottom of my columns & my handcrafted railing (totaling nearly
$10k) is being questioned and not supported by the HZC office???!!!
>> My brain simply can not reconcile this thought process and contradictory behavior. It is insulting, dysfunctional, demoralizing
and infuriating!
I hope that you are starting to understand why this feels like a personal attack.
> Especially, when the community gives me so much support and positive feedback. Everywhere I go, people comment on what a
beautiful job I’m doing and how much they love the ornamental rail. I get more social media likes and comments than on any other
project and I love watching the joyous reactions when I show photos of my design choices.
>
>> Photos of the rebuilt porch columns and proposed railing:
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Art Deco 1920s-1930’s custom handcrafted iron railing has been modified to fit and will be sandblasted and powder coated in a satin
black finish.
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>> Also, I am the only property owner on my block that has bothered to show respect for the historic zoning process and I have
witnessed several unapproved modifications pop up around me with no consequence.
> Once again, I ask…why aren’t you encouraging and supporting ME?
>> I would think that if someone were going to accept a position in your department that their number one priority would be to
20

encourage those of us who are willing to suffer through the restoration process, preserve history and elevate distressed
neighborhoods.
>> Otherwise, what is our reward and motivation? Why would we ever want to do this again in the City of Columbia?
>> My reward is (usually) in the creative process and the pride that I get from saving another, sad old structure.
>> I also get great pleasure from using my expertise to create an impressive home or building for the community.
>> This is what I do.
>> I am a professional designer and builder and I have been improving properties for over 40 years. My dad was also a steward of
old structures and it must be in my DNA because I sleep, eat and breathe this process.
>> My portfolio includes:
>> • Countless Home Restorations
>> • Rippavilla Restorations
>> • San Francisco Victorian Restorations
>> • Magazine Covers
>> • Invitation to appear in segments of HGTV
>> • Invitations to Judge Elegant Home Tours
>> •Junior League Show Homes
>> • My work appeared on The Oprah Winfrey Show
>> I am not some novice who doesn’t know what type of ornamental iron railing is appropriate for the front porch of a 1930
Craftsman Bungalow.
>> When I’m lucky enough to find just the right architectural element (my deco railing) I get very excited and it’s the silver lining to
this crazy-making construction business…especially for my own personal home & during a supply chain crisis.
>> I understand that your department is in a delicate position between enforcing guidelines and showing favoritism.
>> If you’re department needs someone to begin enforcing new rules on or make an example of, I would really appreciate it if you
would show some mercy & find someone else.
>> Instead of more obstacles, I need all the help & support that I can get please.
I have complied, filled out an amendment application and turned in my 10 packets to the HZC office, but if this could be handled
without appearing in front of the HZC board again on April 14th, that would be a very big help.
>> Respectfully,
>> Victoria Rachelle Rodrigues
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Kevin C. McCarthy, Planning Associate II, kmccarthy@columbiatn.com, 931-560-1531
DOCKET/CASE/APPLICATION NUMBER

APPLICANT/PROPERTY OWNER

CA 22-0072

V. Rachelle Rodrigues

HEARING DATE

PROPERTY ADDRESS/LOCATION

N/A

1119 South High Street

PROJECT DESCRPTION: Revision to Certificate of Appropriateness

The applicant requests approval of design revisions for a
previously approved Certificate of Appropriateness (CoA
Case #21-0010). In February of 2021, the Commission
approved the addition of dormers, modification of the
existing porch columns, screening of the porch, and
replacement of windows.
The subject property is a modified craftsman style home
built in 1930. It has likely undergone multiple alterations
over time. The home suffered from deferred
maintenance and termite damage before the applicant
requested the initial CoA and began restoring the
property.
The proposed deviation from the previously approved
designs consists of the addition of decorative railings
crafted from 1930s cast iron. The applicant salvaged the
iron rail used to fabricate the railings from a historic
structure in Birmingham, Alabama. The applicant also
proposes the replacement of the brick at the bases of
the columns. This is an after-the-fact request for
approval with regard to the brick, which has already
been installed. The applicant has provided images of
similar metal elements on historic homes. The applicant
has also provided supportive comments from
community members collected from social media. The
property is located in the Columbia Arts District Overly.
The applicant has noted that the cast iron railings add an
eclectic element to the façade that is arguably in
keeping with the character of the Arts District. The
Design Guidelines do not consider the overlap between
the Historic Districts and the Arts District Overlay.
The proposed alterations do not conform to the Historic
District Design Guidelines.
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EXISTING ZONING

MRC (Mixed
Residential
Commercial)

EXISTING LAND
USE

Single-Family
Residential

SURROUNDING ZONING & LAND USE

SITE IMPROVEMENTS

Historic District

MCR (Single-Family
Residential)/ IG (nonconforming Single-Family
Residential)

Change of Materials used on
Facade

Athenaeum

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

APPROVE

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

DENY

Review Status and History:
Submission Status:

Second request for a Certificate of Appropriateness for renovations at this
address.

Previous Approvals:

CoA 21-0010 – Request for renovations and additions, approved.

1984 Historic Inventory:

N/A.

Proposed Alterations:
Change in Façade Materials
•
•

Replace previously approved railing with decorative 1930s cast iron; and
Replace brick column bases with material of different color.

Historic District Design Guidelines Referenced:
Staff reviewed the requested alterations for consistency with the City of Columbia Historic Design Guidelines
for residential new construction. The relevant sections of the Guidelines are listed below; the most applicable
standards are bolded and underlined.
Change in Façade Materials
3.17 Maintain Compatibility when Selecting Replacement Materials (Universal Guidelines)
a. Only sections that are deteriorated beyond repair or lack structural integrity shall be replaced. Total
replacement of an entire feature when only isolated deterioration is present shall be prohibited
unless fabrication of a patching piece is not feasible or practical.
b. Replacement materials shall match the original in design, dimension, profile, detail, and texture. To
the extent feasible and practical, in-kind materials are strongly encouraged. If in-kind materials are
not feasible, use materials such as aluminum, steel and fiberglass when they can appropriately
replicate historic features without diminishing the visual qualities of the property. Substitute
materials that replicate the original will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis by the HZC based on
their durability and compatibility.
c. Where features are missing, replacement designs shall be based on accurate physical or historical
evidence. In the absence of evidence, a simplified design that is compatible with the building in scale,
size, and detail shall be used.
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d. Adding metal features that have no historical basis conveys a false sense of history and is
prohibited.
P 4-16 Residential Guidelines Porches and Decks (Illustration)
c. Rails: Duplicate the profile of the original rail when selecting replacement components. When
reconstructing missing elements, use a design based on documentary evidence or a simplified
design compatible with the scale of the porch. Bottom rails should be consistent with the top
rail unless evidence exists for another design.

Zoning Ordinance:
Staff reviewed the requested alterations for conformity with the City of Columbia Zoning Ordinance standards
relating to review of a Certificate of Appropriateness. The relevant sections of the Guidelines are listed below;
the most applicable standards are bolded and underlined. Staff comments follow in the next section.
3.12.4 Standards for Review
In considering an application for a building or demolition permit or for a Certificate of
Appropriateness, the Historic Zoning Commission shall be guided by the following criteria:
A. Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property that
requires a minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and its environment, or to
use a property for its originally intended purpose.
B. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historic material or
distinctive architectural feature shall be avoided.
C. All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of their own time.
Alterations that have no historical basis and that seek to create an earlier appearance
shall be discouraged.
D. Changes that may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history and
development of a building, structure, or site and its environment. These changes may
have acquired significance in their own right, and this significance shall be recognized and
respected.
E. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship that characterize a
building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.
F. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, whenever
possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material should match the
material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities.
Repair or replacement of missing architectural features shall be based on accurate
duplication of features, substantiated by historic, physical, or pictorial evidence, rather
than on conjectural designs or the availability of different architectural elements from
other buildings or structures.
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G. The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest means possible.
Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage the historic building materials
shall not be undertaken.
H. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources
affected by, or adjacent to, any project.
I. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale,
color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.
3.12.5 Final Action by the Historic Zoning Commission
The Historic Zoning Commission shall either:
A. Approve the application for certificate of appropriateness; or
B. Deny the application for certificate of appropriateness.
3.12.6 Denial of a Certificate of Appropriateness
A denial of a Certificate of Appropriateness shall be accompanied by a statement of the reasons
for the denial. The Historic Zoning Commission shall make recommendations to the applicant
concerning changes, if any, in the proposed action that would cause the commission to
reconsider its denial and shall confer with the applicant and attempt to resolve as quickly as
possible the differences between the owner and the commission. The applicant may resubmit an
amended application or reapply for a building or demolition permit that takes into consideration
the recommendations of the Historic Zoning Commission.

Staff Comment:
•

•
•

The Historic District Design Guidelines are clear that railings and metal elements on residential
facades should have a historic precedent on the site. The proposed railings were fabricated from
1930s iron rail salvaged from a historic structure. The material and design are consistent with
the period of the home. The applicant has provided images of similar metal elements on historic
homes. However, the applicant has not provided documentary evidence that a cast iron railing
of this type has a precedent on the subject property. For this reason, staff cannot recommend
approval. The staff recommendation is based on the plain text of the Guidelines. The
Commission may, in its discretion, determine that the decorative cast iron elements, which were
obtained through architectural salvage, are appropriate for a residential façade in the
Athenaeum District.
The brick at the base of the columns does not match the material it replaces. It is within the
purview of the Commission to approve or deny the change.
If the Commission moves to deny the request, the Zoning Ordinance requires a statement of the
reasons for denial (see staff’s suggested motion). A vote to deny the request should be followed
by a discussion with the applicant to make recommendations concerning any changes that
would cause the Commission to reconsider its decision.
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•

Under 3.12.4.I of the Zoning Ordinance, the Commission may find that the alteration is
consistent with the size, scale, color, material, and character Arts District (“neighborhood or
environment”) and does not “destroy significant historical, architectural, or cultural material.”
Staff does not recommend this course of action because it may complicate strict application of
the Guidelines to other properties in the future. However, under the Ordinance, it is within the
Commission’s discretion to determine that the alteration is appropriate.

Recommendation:
Deny the Request for a Certificate of Appropriateness.
Recommended Motion:
Move to find that the proposed alterations are not compatible with the Historic District Design
Guidelines, and deny issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness, because:
•

•
•

The proposed changes do not conform to the Historic Design Guidelines, specifically,
that the applicant has not provided documentary evidence of a similar metal railing on
the home or a simplified design compatible with the scale of the porch as required by
the Guidelines section pertaining to residential porches and decks;
That the addition of the metal features conveys a false sense of history and is prohibited
by the Guidelines at section 3.17.d; and
That the change of brick does not conform to the previously approved CoA.

[Discussion following the motion should include recommended changes, if any, that would
cause the Commission to reconsider its decision.]
Alternative Motions:
Alternative Motion [Approve Based on Section 3.12.4.1 of the Zoning Ordinance]:
Move to find that the proposed alterations constitute a contemporary design that is compatible
with size, scale, color, material, and character of the property’s neighborhood or environment in
the Columbia Arts District and approve issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness.
Alternative Motion [Approve]:
Move to find that the proposed alterations conform to the Historic District Design Guidelines
and approve issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness.
Alternative Motion [Approve Subject to Conditions]:
Move to approve issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness and find that the proposed
alterations conform to the Historic District Design Guidelines subject to the following conditions:
[list conditions of approval].
Alternative Motion [Table for Future Consideration]:
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Move to find that there is insufficient information to make a decision, table the application, and
request that the applicant provide: [list additional information] for review at a future meeting.
Alternative Motion [Deny]:
Move to find that the proposed alterations are not compatible with the Historic District Design
Guidelines, and deny issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness [list reasons for denial].
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Kevin C. McCarthy, Planning Associate II, kmccarthy@columbiatn.com, 931-560-1531
DOCKET/CASE/APPLICATION NUMBER

APPLICANT/PROPERTY OWNER

CA 22-0138

Ben Lapp/ Ben Lapp

HEARING DATE

PROPERTY ADDRESS/LOCATION

N/A

1012 S. High Street

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Certificate of Appropriateness for Accessory
Structure

The applicant requests a Certificate of
Appropriateness in order to demolish an existing 900
square foot accessory structure and construct a new
600 foot semi-enclosed accessory structure.
The subject property, a Folk Victoria style home
constructed in 1915, is located in the Athenaeum
Historic District. The structure features a deep porch
across the full width of the front façade with
distinguishing spindle work. The existing accessory
structure is of indeterminate age. It appears to have
been constructed in at least two phases and is
comprised of both an enclosed garage/storage
building and a semi-enclosed car port.

EXISTING ZONING

EXISTING LAND USE

SURROUNDING ZONING &
LAND USE

SITE IMPROVEMENTS

Historic District

MRC (Mixed-Use
Residential
Commercial)

Single-Family
Residential Lot
(Active
Construction)

MRC (Single-Family
Residential/Vacant)

Demolition of existing
Accessory Structure and
Construction of a New
Accessory Structure

Athenaeum

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

APPROVE

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

Review Status and History:
Submission Status:

First request for a Certificate of Appropriateness at this address.

Previous Approvals:

N/A

1984 Historic Inventory:

N/A.
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Proposed Alterations
Item 1. Demolition of Existing Accessory Structure
•
•

Demolish existing 580 square foot shed; and
Remove 320 square foot car port attached to shed.

Item 2. Construction of a New Accessory Structure
•

Construct a semi-enclosed pavilion:
o Structure will encompass a total of 600 square feet;
o The structure will be 15 feet tall;
o A solid wall with tongue and groove wood siding will face the side (south) property line;
o Roofing material will be either dark metal or black architectural shingles; and
o A brick fireplace with chimney placed near the center of the back wall.

Historic District Design Guidelines Referenced:
Staff reviewed the requested alterations for consistency with the City of Columbia Historic Design Guidelines
for residential new construction. The relevant sections of the Guidelines are listed below; the most applicable
standards are bolded and underlined. Staff comments follows in the next section.
Item 1. Demolition of Existing Accessory Structure
Note on Non-Contributing Structures (p. 9-2)
These guidelines are intended primarily for contributing resources in the city’s historic districts.
Noncontributing buildings generally have more lenient thresholds for approval of demolition at
the discretion of the HZC.
9.1 Carefully Consider the Effects of Demolition Prior to Pursuing Approval
•
•

•

Historic properties shall be maintained and preserved. Demolition of contributing resources shall
generally be prohibited.
Evaluating alternatives to demolition and working with Development Services and the HZC prior
to seeking approval for demolition is strongly encouraged. Such alternatives may include pursuing
adaptive reuse strategies, selling the property to another party, or mothballing (neutral use
buildout) of the building until a new use can be identified.
Efforts to identify alternatives to demolition shall be documented such as professional structural
reports, and staff reviews which shall be submitted as part of the request for demolition made to
the HZC.

9.1 Carefully Consider the Effects of Demolition Prior to Pursuing Approval
•

Salvaging intact and significant architectural materials and features such as windows, doors,
hardware, and siding that could be used on other buildings is strongly encouraged.
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•

•

•

Protect significant site features such as mature trees and masonry walls from inadvertent
damage. Promptly clear the site of all debris following demolition. Property owners shall ensure
there is no damage to neighboring properties.
Redevelopment plans for the site shall be compatible with the existing character of the district.
All redevelopment plans within the boundary of the historic district in which the demolition occurs
shall be reviewed and approved by the HZC in accordance with the guidelines.
A permanent record of the property shall be created prior to demolition. This generally includes
photographs but also may include documents such as drawings that illustrate the building’s
character. The HZC will determine on a case-by-case basis the level of documentation required in
consideration of the character and significance of the building being demolished.

Item 2. Construction of a New Accessory Structure
6.11 Location
a. Historic relationships among the primary building, open lawn, and landscape features shall be
retained when locating a new accessory building.
b. New secondary buildings shall be located in rear yards or at the terminus of a driveway.
c. Secondary buildings shall not be placed in front or side yards. Locating garages so that they do
not require new curb cuts is recommended.
6.12 Character (for Garages and Accessory Structures)
a. New secondary buildings shall be compatible with the site and original building in scale, massing,
and design.
b. Simplified designs shall be used. Secondary buildings that visually compete with the primary
building are prohibited.
c. Designs shall utilize a roof shape and pitch consistent with those on secondary buildings
historically found in the district.
d. One-story designs shall be used unless there is historical precedent for a taller building in the
district.
e. Designs shall use traditional or alternative materials compatible with the visual qualities of the
district.
f. Windows and doors shall be proportionally consistent with the size of the building.
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Staff Analysis:
Item 1 Staff Comment:
•
•
•
•

The structure to be demolished is non-contributing. Although the Athenaeum District is City
designated as a Historic District, it is not listed on the National Register of Historic Places (three
structures located within the district are listed on the Register).
The accessory structure is at the end of its useful life. Due to recent weather events, it has
sustained damage. Alternatives to demolition are not viable.
It is unlikely that there will be salvageable material that can be used on other buildings.
The applicant has provided photographs of the structure. It may be useful to further document
the appearance of the structure while it is extant in order to inform future assessments of the
character of the Athenaeum District.

Item 2 Staff Comment:
•
•

•

•

There is limited visibility of the structure from High Street. The proposed structure has a
negligible impact on the character of the District.
The proposed accessory structure will occupy the same location on the property as the existing
structure. It is located in the rear yard of the property near the southern property line. Guideline
6.12.a requires that new accessory structures respect the historic relationships among elements
of the built environment.
o The proposed location generally conforms to these Guidelines.
o The submitted documents do not clearly show that the accessory structure will meet
the standards of the Zoning Ordinance regarding building separation and setbacks from
property lines. The total height of the structure will determine the setback. Approval
should be conditioned on meeting these standards.
In contrast to the detailed façade of the principal structure, the proposed pavilion and fireplace
employ a simple functional design. The new structure will occupy a smaller footprint than the
existing accessory structure. Guideline 6.1.2.b encourages simplified designs for accessory
structures. Specifically, the guidelines prohibit secondary buildings which visually compete with
the primary building. This guideline is consistent with the standards of the base zoning which
require that accessory structures “be clearly subordinate to the primary structure” (Section
8.4.1.A of the City of Columbia Zoning Ordinance). The proposed structure generally conforms
to these standards.
It is unclear whether the pavilion will use a roof pitch that is consistent with the principal
structure. This may be an item for discussion between the applicant and the HZC.
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•

Recommendation

Approve Subject to Conditions
Recommended Motion:
Move to approve issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness and find that demolition of the
existing accessory structure, as well as construction of the proposed accessory structure,
conforms to the Historic District Design Guidelines subject to the following conditions:
•
•

That the applicant provide additional interior and exterior photographic documentation
of the existing structure; and
That the applicant provide staff with an updated site plan confirming that the proposed
structure will meet the standards of the Zoning Ordinance for accessory structures.

Alternative Motions:
Alternative Motion [Approve]:
Move to find that the proposal conforms to the Historic District Design Guidelines and approve
issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness.
Alternative Motion [Table for Future Consideration]:
Move to find that there is insufficient information to make a decision, table the application, and
request that the applicant provide: [list additional information] for review at a future meeting.
Alternative Motion [Deny]:
Move to find that the proposal is not compatible with the Historic District Design Guidelines,
and deny issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness [list reasons for denial].
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Austin Brass, City Planner, abrass@columbiatn.com , 931-560-1560
DOCKET/CASE/APPLICATION NUMBER

APPLICANT/OWNER

CA 22-0141

James Sloan, 906 Studio
Architects, LLC/ Daniel PetersonDevelop Nashville

HEARING DATE

PROPERTY ADDRESS/LOCATION

N/A

807 S Garden Street

PROJECT DESCRPTION:

This Certificate of Appropriateness request is for the
façade modification of 807 S Garden Street that
consists of the restoration of former window openings
including additional trim work. A modification to a
portion of the front façade with storefront windows on a
later addition to the building is also proposed.

EXISTING ZONING

EXISTING LAND USE

SURROUNDING
ZONING & LAND USE

SITE IMPROVEMENTS

Historic District

CBD

Commercial

Commercial

Exterior Alterations
(Front & Rear Faced)

Downtown National
Historic

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

APPROVE

APPROVE WITH CONDITIONS

DENY

Review Status and History
Submission Status &
Previous Approvals:

Third request for a Certificate of Appropriateness for this
address.
CA 19-0201; request for a temporary real estate sign, approved.

807 S Garden St, (Foster Insurance) mid-twentieth-century,
two-story brick, upper story sheathed with metal, four-bay
ground floor covered with smooth faced tile. (NonContributing).
1984 Historic Properties
Inventory Details:
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1917

1927

Proposed Alterations:
The following alterations has been requested by the applicant. See the application included as
Attachment A for a description of each element.

Item 1: Placement of aluminum clad wood windows in former window openings
including fiber cement panels and window trim. in addition, aluminum wood clad
windows are proposed at rear elevation.
Item 2: Reconstruction of a portion of the front façade that includes new aluminum
storefront windows and doorway including a similar doorway system at rear elevation.
Item 3: The placement of new light fixtures above second story windows.

Historic District Design Guidelines Referenced:
The requested alterations were reviewed against the standards contained in the City of Columbia
Commercial Design Review Guidelines Manual. The relevant sections of manual are included. Staff
comments/evaluations are summarized at the end of each section.
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Item 1: Placement of aluminum clad wood windows in former window openings including
fiber cement panels and window trim including entrance doors.
5.12 When Necessary due to absence, total loss, or advanced deterioration, reconstruct storefronts
to be compatible with the building and district.
a. Where a historic storefront is deteriorated beyond repair, new storefronts compatible with the
original in scale, profile, composition, transparency, and visual character shall be used.
b. Where a historic storefront is missing, compatible new designs shall be based on physical or
documentary evidence. In the absence of sufficient evidence, a design with simple detailing and
traditional storefront elements shall be used. Designs shall employ a predominately glass
storefront to maintain a degree of transparency compatible with historic precedents in the
district, and storefront entrances shall be placed in traditional locations.
c. Reconstructed or new storefronts shall be comprised of materials that are visually and
structurally compatible with traditional storefronts in the district. Unpainted wood surfaces and
bright metallic finishes are not appropriate unless historically present or consistent with the
visual character and age of the building
The configuration and size of historic storefront windows shall be retained. Where alterations
are necessary for security or functionality, changes shall not be discernible from the exterior.
b. Storefront windows shall be maintained as transparent space to encourage pedestrian
interest and patron interaction.
c. Clear glass shall be used in storefronts. Smoked, tinted, and mirrored glass distort perception
of the street wall and are prohibited.
d. Storefront windows shall not be reduced, enlarged, or infilled. Restoring previously altered
storefront windows is encouraged.
e. Permanent boarding over of storefront windows or covering windows with opaque materials
prohibited. Removing non-historic projecting roofs/ canopies and opaque coverings to reengage the pedestrian level of the property is strongly encouraged.
a. Deteriorated but serviceable elements such as framing members, piers, transoms, and
bulkheads shall be repaired.
The pattern and rhythm of upper-story façade windows shall be maintained.
b. The location, size, proportions, and vertical horizontal alignment of window openings shall be
maintained. Enlarging or reducing openings disrupts the spatial organization of the building and
shall be avoided.
c. Existing wall surface ratios on the façade shall be maintained. Closing openings and
introducing new openings is prohibited. Additional leniency may be provided on secondary
elevations. In cases where enclosure is permitted on a masonry building, the infill material shall
be recessed to maintain the outline of the original opening.
d. Windows shall be maintained as transparent features as distinguished from street level.
Minimal tinting is allowable for privacy but blacking out of upper-story windows is prohibited.
e. Historic windows and features such as decorative moldings and hoods shall be retained and
repaired. Protective surface coatings shall be maintained.
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f. Improving the energy efficiency of historic windows is encouraged. Maintain caulk and glazing
putty in good condition and apply weatherstripping, ensuring all joints are tight and sealed.
g. Low-e or light-absorbing coatings shall only be used when it can be demonstrated that there
will be no substantial change in the appearance of the glass as viewed from street level.
h. Exterior storm windows shall allow for a full-view of the primary window or have a meeting rail
that aligns with that of the primary window. Interior storm windows are encouraged.
Incorporating airtight gaskets, ventilating holes, and/or removal clips is recommended to
minimize condensation.
b. Damaged historic glass shall be replaced with new glass that matches the clarity of the
original and fits the original opening.
c. When replacement of a window unit is necessary, new units shall match the original in size,
proportions, character, and finish as closely as possible. Replaced framing members shall be
visually compatible with the scale, spacing, texture, and profile of the storefront.
d. Painted wood or anodized aluminum with a baked-on enamel finish shall be used unless
another material can be demonstrated to have been historically present. Exposed aluminum
will be reviewed by the HZC on a case-by-case basis.
Item 1 Staff Comment: Placement of aluminum clad wood windows in former window
openings including fiber cement panels and window trim.
This proposal includes historic evidence of a brick façade that has been significantly altered with
an EIFS cladding covering former window openings on the upper section of the façade. The
windows on the lower level of the façade have been altered with storefront windows and include
an EIFS cladding over the extended base.
In addition, this proposal comprises of the refinishing of the EIFS cladding and the restoration of
former window openings on the upper faced with aluminum wood clad windows. The design of
the proposed windows closely mimics an historic precedent with muntins in a crossbar pattern.
Lower level windows contain the same pattern with materials and design with a cementous
pattern trim design between the lower and upper story windows. A refinished storefront style
door with upper transoms replace an existing storefront door. It would be required per the
guidelines that this door be of a wood or fiberglass/composite material in lieu of a storefront
style door.
The rear elevation includes the removal of brick where formal windows openings once were to
be replaced with aluminum wood clad windows with composite trim. In addition, an existing
masonry CMU block wall is proposed to be painted with a storefront style door and window
opening. The guidelines state that exposed aluminum will be reviewed by the HZC on a caseby-case basis.

Item 2: Reconstruction of a portion of the façade that includes a new aluminum upper level
storefront window and lower level doorway.
6.19 Storefronts: New construction shall employ contemporary interpretations of traditional

storefront concepts that promote pedestrian interaction. Taking visual cues from nearby
buildings is appropriate, but replicating historic storefronts is prohibited.
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b. Storefront features shall be scaled in reference to comparable features found on historic
buildings in the district and the overall massing of the building with which they are associated.
c. Storefronts shall have a large percentage of glass, which shall be clear, and be visually
compatible with traditional storefront configurations and ratios of transparency. Glazing shall
maximize the visibility of displays through the use of large panes of glass rather than many
smaller panes.
d. Storefronts shall employ painted wood or aluminum structural components. Baked-on enamel
finishes are encouraged on aluminum.
e. Where present, display windows shall be framed by bulkheads no lower than 18 inches and
no higher than 36 inches.
f. Encourage pedestrian interaction through the incorporation of awnings and pedestrian-scaled
features.
g. Primary entries shall be placed in traditional locations that are easy for the pedestrian to
identify.
h. Primary entries shall be compatible in size and pattern with historical precedents in the
district.
i. Distinguishing an entry through shallow recesses, lintels, pilasters, transoms, and
interpretations of other traditional features is appropriate and encouraged to avoid bland design.
j. Doors shall have a high percentage of glass and a minimal frame.
Item 2 Staff Comment:
This request includes a significant modification from an EIFS cladding and single storefront door to
be replaced with a storefront window design and doorway. Historic photographic evidence indicates
that this was a later addition to the building that was once a former alleyway.
The guidelines as cited above state; “b. Where a historic storefront is missing, compatible new
designs shall be based on physical or documentary evidence. In the absence of sufficient
evidence, a design with simple detailing and traditional storefront elements shall be used.
Designs shall employ a predominately glass storefront to maintain a degree of transparency
compatible with historic precedents in the district.
As cited, this proposed full glass opening may not be considered a traditional storefront design
in keeping with visual cues within the historic district. Display windows are not framed by
defined bulkheads in traditional storefront manner.
Item 3: The placement of new light fixtures above second story windows.
Building Lighting page (7-13)
Historic light fixtures shall be retained, maintained, and repaired. Retaining historic features in
their original location is strongly encouraged but relocation along the same building elevation
may be considered.
Fixtures shall be compatible with the character of individual properties in scale, placement,
color, profile, and style.
Fixtures shall be non-intrusive to the character of the building, adjacent properties, and the
broader districts. Fixtures shall be shielded and directed downward to minimize light spillage.
Fixtures shall be of metal. Fixtures shall have a dark matte finish unless they are of copper or
bronze.
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The use of colored lamps in light fixtures is not appropriate and is discouraged. Using warm
bulbs to minimize harsh lighting in the district is encouraged.
Exposed conduit, wiring, and junction boxes are prohibited.
Fluorescent tube lighting and flood lights shall not be placed on a street-facing elevation
The proposed gooseneck lighting would be consistent with the guidelines described above in
that they are fixtures made of metal, and are shielded downward to minimize spillage; however,
two additional gooseneck lights above the second story windows may not be an appropriate
location on the building regarding compatibility with scale and placement on the building among
gooseneck light fixtures placed below. As noted, fixtures are to have a matte finish.
Item 3 Staff Comment:
Any proposed second story lighting shall comply with the guidelines as described with a
condition that gooseneck light have a dark matte finish. Details of additional exterior light
fixtures were not given; however, shall comply with the guideline section as being non-intrusive
to the character of the building.

Alternative Motions:
Alternative Motion [Approve]:
Move to find that the proposed signage conforms to the Historic District Design
Guidelines and approve issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness.
Alternative Motion [Approve Subject to Conditions]:
Move to approve issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness and find that the proposed
signage conforms to the Historic District Design Guidelines subject to the following
conditions: [list conditions of approval].
Alternative Motion [Table for Future Consideration]:
Move to find that there is insufficient information to make a decision, table the
application, and request that the applicant provide: [list additional information] for review
at a future meeting.
Alternative Motion [Deny]:
Move to find that the project is not compatible with the Historic District Design
Guidelines, and deny issuance of a Certificate of Appropriateness [list reasons for
denial].
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